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Abstract
The objective of this modeling and simulation study was to establish the role of stress wave
interactions in the genesis of traumatic brain injury (TBI) from exposure to explosive blast. A high
resolution (1 mm3 voxels), 5 material model of the human head was created by segmentation of
color cryosections from the Visible Human Female dataset. Tissue material properties were
assigned from literature values. The model was inserted into the shock physics wave code, CTH,
and subjected to a simulated blast wave of 1.3 MPa (13 bars) peak pressure from anterior,
posterior and lateral directions. Three dimensional plots of maximum pressure, volumetric tension,
and deviatoric (shear) stress demonstrated significant differences related to the incident blast
geometry. In particular, the calculations revealed focal brain regions of elevated pressure and
deviatoric (shear) stress within the first 2 milliseconds of blast exposure. Calculated maximum
levels of 15 KPa deviatoric, 3.3 MPa pressure, and 0.8 MPa volumetric tension were observed
before the onset of significant head accelerations. Over a 2 msec time course, the head model
moved only 1 mm in response to the blast loading. Doubling the blast strength changed the
resulting intracranial stress magnitudes but not their distribution. We conclude that stress
localization, due to early time wave interactions, may contribute to the development of multifocal
axonal injury underlying TBI. We propose that a contribution to traumatic brain injury from blast
exposure, and most likely blunt impact, can occur on a time scale shorter than previous model
predictions and before the onset of linear or rotational accelerations traditionally associated with
the development of TBI.
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Modeling and Simulation of Blast-Induced, Early-Time
Intracranial Wave Physics leading to Traumatic Brain Injury
Introduction
The yearly incidence of traumatic brain injuries (TBI) in the United States has been estimated
at 1.4 million people, with 50,000 deaths and 235,000 hospitalizations [1]. Military personnel and
civilians can incur TBI as a consequence of explosive blasts and in recent wars the incidence of
such injuries has increased dramatically. This increase can be attributed to the consequences of
asymmetric warfare, where enemy combatants detonate improvised explosive devices targeting
vehicles and exposed individuals and to improvements in armor and trauma evacuation and care
allowing survival of previously fatal injuries. By the end of June, 2007, several thousand US
soldiers fighting in Iraq had sustained TBI, 69% as a result of blasts [2;3]. Injuries sustained from
blast exposure have been categorized into three major components, primary, secondary and
tertiary [4]. Primary blast injury is associated with direct exposure of the head and body to the
blast wave. In secondary blast injury, debris is accelerated into the individual, while in tertiary
injury the victim is thrown into stationary objects by the blast. Both of the latter mechanisms are
comparable to the mechanical trauma that has been the subject of decades of clinical, experimental
and computational research. However, the role of primary blast exposure in the development of
TBI remains less well understood [5]. Primary blast may induce linear and rotational cranial
accelerations, but the sharp wave front of blast overpressure will also trigger complex wave
motions, transmitted by the skull into the high water content viscoelastic brain.
Multiple, often coexisting pathologies can underlie the consequences of TBI, including easily
visualized damage from contusions and intraparenchymal or extra-axial hemorrhages. However,
at least one third of the deaths and poor outcomes of TBI are the result of traumatic axonal injury
occurring at the microscopic level [6]. Most often referred to as diffuse axonal injury or DAI, this
pathological finding actually defines a multifocal process that can be widespread throughout the
white matter tracks and other areas of the brain [7]. DAI has been linked to dynamic deformations
caused by linear and rotational accelerations [8-11]. In pig models rapid, non-impact, inertial
loading produced multifocal axonal injury throughout the brain [12]. Studies of the brain after
TBI have shown cytoskeletal disruptions, changes in membrane permeability and the development
of axonal swelling that can be followed by axonal transections with terminal axon bulbs [9;13;14].
The long standing idea that the severed axons seen after TBI were the result of mechanical tearing
has been replaced by the realization that most transected axons undergo a progressive, selfdestruction sequence after the initial traumatic insult [15-18]. DAI has been demonstrated by
histopathology in TBI of all severities and studies have inferred its presence by non-conventional
MRI in brain injured patients with no other signs of damage on routine brain CT and MRI scans
[19;20].
Can TBI occur without macroscopic damage and unassociated with large translational or
rotational motions? Could complex wave action in the brain, after impact or blast, result in focal
injury to axons and trigger the cascade of secondary events leading to transections and permanent
neurological disabilities? Loss of consciousness and brain injury from assault with a blunt object
may not involve significant head motion. The different mechanisms of TBI and the variable
outcomes for patients with similar levels of apparent injury led us to examine the role of wave
action in delivering mechanical energy to critical brain regions.
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Our hypothesis in this study is that stress waves from blast exposure will transit and reflect
within the intracranial contents of the head resulting in focal areas of elevated stress great enough
to cause axonal injury. The primary focus of this paper is to explore the role of intracranial wave
mechanics in the genesis of traumatic brain injury from blast.

Modeling and Simulation Methodology
Head Model
With the assistance of colleagues at the Buffalo Neurological Center in Buffalo, NY, we
constructed a head model based on the segmentation of high resolution photographic data
available from the Visible Human Project of the National Library of Medicine [21]. The
photographic data consists of 0.33 mm thick axial slices of a cryogenically frozen human female.
The axial slice image data was segmented using a pattern recognition algorithm applied to every
third slice comprising the head above the mandible, resulting in a head model possessing a 1 mm
cubic resolution for a total of 6,850,560 voxels (192x223x160). The slice segmentation data were
assembled into a single file that was used to generate material geometry of the head model for our
simulation wave code. The head model is comprised of skull bone, white and gray brain matter,
cerebral spinal fluid (CSF), and air spacing representing the sinuses. Figure 1 displays
representative images of the head model as it is defined within the wave code.

Figure 1. Head model. Color code: red = bone, light blue = white matter, dark blue = gray matter,
yellow = cerebral spinal fluid (CSF). Voxel resolution: 1 cubic millimeter.

Material Models
Our simulation method incorporates equation-of-state and constitutive models representing the
components of the head: skull bone, white and gray brain matter, cerebral spinal fluid (CSF), and
air within sinuses. The skull is modeled as an isotropic, linear elastic, perfectly plastic material
with a strain-to-failure fracture model based on data reported in the literature [22]. These
properties are listed in Table 1. The white and gray matter are modeled as isotropic, compressible
viscoelastic materials with properties adopted from those reported by Zhang et al. [23]. These
tissues are represented by an elastic compressible equation of state model for the volumetric
response and a generalized, three-term Maxwell viscoelastic model for deviatoric (shear) response.
The time-dependent shear modulus of the brain tissue is represented by the equation
G (t ) = G∞ + (Go − G∞ )e − β ⋅t ,
(1)
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where t denotes time, Go is the short-term shear modulus, G∞ is the long-term modulus, and β
denotes the viscous decay constant. The material properties of the brain tissue are listed in Tables
1 and 2. The CSF and air are represented by nonlinear, tabular equation-of-state models that have
been specifically designed for shock wave applications [24]. A region of air envelops the head in
order to transmit the blast wave. The air employs the same tabular equation-of-state representation
that is used to describe the air residing in the sinuses.
Density
(g/cc)
Skull
White Matter
Gray Matter

1.412
1.04
1.04

White Matter
Gray Matter

Table 1. Elastic material properties
Initial Bulk
Poisson’s Yield Stress
Modulus
Ratio
(MPa)
(GPa)
4.82
0.22
95
2.37
0.49
-2.37
0.49
-Table 2. Viscoelastic material properties
Short-term
Long-term
Shear Modulus
Shear Modulus
Go (KPa)
G∞ (KPa)
41.0
7.8
34.0
6.4

Strain to
Failure
(%)
0.8
---

Fracture
Stress
(MPa)
77.5
---

Decay
Constant
β (sec-1)
700
700

Computer Simulation Code
The head model and associated constitutive models were imported and defined in the shock
physics computer wave code CTH [25]. CTH is an Eulerian, finite volume computer code that is
capable of tracking up to 20 materials, simulating their interactions and material response as they
undergo impact, blast loading, and penetration. Due to the Eulerian nature of the solution scheme
in CTH, the code is able to account for large strain deformations and flow distortions without need
for periodic redefinition of the computational mesh, as is required of finite element codes. A wide
variety of nonlinear equation-of-state (EOS) and constitutive models describing strength and
fracture behavior are available for use within CTH to describe complex material response during
impact and blast wave loading.

Blast Simulations
Simulations of direct blast exposure of the head were conducted from three principal
directions, anterior (front), posterior (rear), and lateral (right side). The simulation results were
analyzed to identify and map sites within the brain experiencing high levels of stress and wave
energy. We also investigated the influence of doubling the blast strength from two of the three
directions: anterior and lateral.
We selected blast conditions within the marginal limits of pressure and pulse width for
threshold lung damage, defined by the corrected Bowen survivability curve for primary blast
injury [26]. We chose these conditions to investigate blast injury scenarios that were otherwise
predicted to be survivable. These blast conditions were equivalent to those predicted for a location
2 to 3 meters distant from a detonated explosive device constructed from a 3 kg charge of Octol
explosive.
9

Our blast scenarios were simulated by first positioning the head model in an atmosphere of air
at ambient conditions. A slab of energized air, held at conditions of elevated energy and pressure,
was positioned 16 cm from the head at time zero. At times greater than zero, mass flow was
permitted to occur from the slab of energized air thereby generating a blast wave. The amplitude
and pulse width of the blast wave was determined by setting the energized air to predefined
conditions of energy, pressure, and slab thickness. This procedure was employed to generate a
blast wave of 1.3 MPa (13 bars) magnitude propagating through ambient air in the direction of the
head model. The structure of this blast wave is illustrated in Figure 2.
The blast wave was permitted to envelop the head before being absorbed by transmitting
boundary conditions positioned downstream from the head. A typical blast simulation required 31
hours using 64 processors on the Sandia National Laboratories Thunderbird computer to integrate
out to a time of 2 ms for a 16.72 million cell calculation.

Figure 2. Air blast wave structure of 1.3 MPa (13 bars) magnitude.
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Results
Each simulation data set tracked 3-dimensional calculations of maximum values of pressure,
volumetric tension, and deviatoric (shear) stress. In addition, we placed Lagrangian tracer points
for time histories at locations we deemed important to check whether they measured significant
stress levels. Tracer points were positioned, for example, in the corpus callosum, internal capsule,
anterior temporal, and at gray matter-white matter junctions.
Three orientations of blast simulation were carried out to 2 ms each. This time interval was
selected by observing that the majority of the intracranial wave mechanics had played out by that
time and the associated stress peaks had been established. Figure 3 shows plots of maximum
pressure and volumetric tension reached in a mid-ventricular axial plane over the 2 ms simulation
time. Note that the regions of highest pressure directly correlated with closest proximity to the
blast source. Regions of maximum volumetric tension occurred primarily at sites opposite to the
blast source, sometimes referred to as the contrecoup site. Figure 4 shows similar plots of
maximum pressure and tension in a mid-sagittal plane. Maximum pressures between 3 to 4 MPa
(30 to 40 bars) consistently occurred on the blast side of the head, while maximum tensions up to
0.8 MPa (8 bars) were observed on the contralateral side.
Comparisons of deviatoric stress in coronal sections between the three blast orientations are
presented in Figure 5. The approximate locations of the coronal sections are shown by the
horizontal dashed lines in the first axial image of Figure 3. The most anterior slice at 15.5 cm (row
A) shows differences in shear distributions between anterior, posterior and lateral blasts. The
coronal slice at 12 cm (row B) displays elevated shear stress in the temporal lobes and in cortical
areas (black arrows) for both anterior and posterior blast orientations. In the lateral blast scenario,
elevated shear was diffusely distributed in the right hemisphere closest to the blast source,
compared to the contralateral hemisphere (red arrows). The coronal slice at 8 cm (row C) includes
parietal and temporal lobes and passes through the posterior horns of the lateral ventricles. In this
plane there were similar shear stress distributions from anterior and posterior blast orientations.
The highest levels of shear stress occurred in the inferior regions and cortical areas at the graywhite junctions (arrows). In contrast, prominent focal areas of high shear stress developed in the
lateral blast scenario (red oval). Row D images at 4.5 cm represent the coronal plane located in the
posterior brain region including the cerebellum and occipital lobes. Focal areas of elevated shear
stress in this slice occurred more prominently with anterior blast (red box) while overall shear
levels were generally higher throughout the slice in the posterior blast scenario (red arrow).
The three dimensional complexity of shear stress distribution can be appreciated by observing
Figure 6 along with Figure 5. Figure 6 shows areas of maximum shear stress in the same midventricular axial plane as that displayed in Figure 3 and the same mid-sagittal plane displayed in
Figure 4. The axial sections (row A) show considerable differences in shear localization in all
three blast scenarios. More focal areas of elevated shear were seen in the lateral blast scenario
(red oval) whereas the anterior corpus callosum showed greater overall shear in the anterior blast
(black arrow) but focal shear localizations in the posterior blast (red arrows). The occipital area
(short arrow) was most affected in the posterior blast scenario. In the mid-sagittal views (row B),
all blast orientations generated higher shear in the sub-frontal regions (red ovals) and brainstem
areas. Posterior blast was the only orientation generating high shear stress levels near the midline
occipital region (arrow).
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Anterior

Posterior

Lateral (right)

A

B

Figure 3. Maximum pressure (row A) and volumetric tension (row B) in a mid-ventricular axial
plane for anterior, posterior, and right lateral blast orientations. Scale: row A: blue = 1
KPa, red = 6 MPa; row B: blue = 1 KPa, red = 1.2 MPa.
Time-resolved histories of pressure, volumetric tension, and deviatoric stress were recorded at the
material locations associated with each of the tracer points. Because the tracer locations had to be
specified before the simulation was run, many of them were placed in regions different from those
experiencing maximal stress levels in the subsequent calculations. However, several of the tracer
point histories were highly revealing. Four such tracer histories occurred for points 64 through 67,
positioned in a brain slice (Figure 7) located below the lateral ventricles and passing through
temporal and frontal lobe regions. The axial position of this slice is denoted by the horizontal
dashed line displayed in the upper left image of Figure 4. Pressure and shear stress data from these
tracer points are shown in Figures 8 and 9. For all tracer points in these figures, the shear stress
continues to evolve over 2 ms, compared to the much more transient pressure wave interactions,
which are played out within 0.8 milliseconds.
Differences in peak pressure timing reflect the varying distances from blast origin to each
tracer point. Oscillations or ringing of the pressure wave is prominent, with tracer points 64 and 65
also experiencing significant volumetric tension (negative pressures) up to 0.4 MPa. As noted
previously, regions of maximum pressure developed on the side closest to the blast and were
highest in the lateral blast scenario. The nominal peak pressure of the blast wave prior to
interaction with the skull was 1.3 MPa. However, as a result of differences in acoustic impedance
between the air and skull, the pressure wave shocks up to a value of over 4 MPa at the air-skull
interface. The difference in acoustic impedances between the skull and brain causes the pressure
wave to reduce in strength somewhat as the wave propagates into the brain where it is observed
that the maximum pressure at tracer point 67 is 2.7 MPa in the lateral blast scenario (Figure 9).
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Anterior

Posterior

Lateral (right)

A

B
Figure 4. Maximum pressure (row A) and volumetric tension (row B) in a mid-sagittal plane for
anterior, posterior, and right lateral blast orientations. Scale: row A: blue = 1 KPa, red =
6 MPa; row B: blue = 1 KPa, red = 0.9 MPa.
The even numbered tracers (64 & 66) were positioned in the left hemisphere and odd
numbered tracers (65 & 67) in the right (Figure 7). Frontal lobe tracers 64 and 65 experienced the
highest shear from anterior blast (red curves, Figure 8) while temporal lobe tracers 66 and 67
experienced maximal shear from lateral blast (blue curves, Figure 9). Left-right asymmetry
occurred in the maximum shear stress at frontal lobe tracers 64 (3.4 KPa) and 65 (~6 KPa) from
anterior blast. In contrast, left-right asymmetry occurred in the maximum shear at temporal lobe
tracers 66 (1.5 KPa) and 67 (0.58 KPa) from lateral blast.

Discussion
We have conducted a modeling and simulation investigation of the wave motion that occurs
within the human brain as a result of blast loading to the head. The results predict significant
levels of pressure and deviatoric (shearing) stress occurring at focal regions in the brain within the
first 2 milliseconds of the blast event. To our knowledge, this is the first report of a modeling and
simulation investigation of blast-induced intracranial wave phenomena at earlier times.
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Anterior

Posterior

Lateral (right)

A

B

C

D

Figure 5. Maximum deviatoric stress in representative coronal planes for anterior, posterior, and
right lateral blast orientations. Scale: (all rows): blue = 0.1 KPa, red = 15 KPa. Rows A-D
correspond to the horizontal dashed lines appearing in the upper left axial image of Figure 3.
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Anterior

Posterior

Lateral (right)

A

B
Figure 6. Maximum deviatoric (shear) stress in a mid-ventricular axial plane (row A) and midsagittal plane (row B) for anterior, posterior, and right lateral blast orientations. Scale:
row A: blue = 0.1 KPa, red = 15 KPa; row B: blue = 0.1 KPa, red = 25 KPa.

Tracer 64

Tracer 65

Tracer 66

Tracer 67

Figure 7. Tracer point examples in an axial slice below the lateral ventricles, passing through
frontal and temporal lobes. The axial position of this slice is identified by the horizontal
dashed line in the upper left image of Figure 4. Red = skull bone, dark blue = gray
matter, light blue = white matter, yellow = cerebral spinal fluid (CSF).
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Deviatoric (Shear) Stress

Pressure

Tracer 64

Tracer 64

Tracer 65

Tracer 65

Figure 8. Pressure (left) and deviatoric stress (right) at tracer locations 64 and 65 located in the
frontal lobes of the axial slice in Figure 7. Red = anterior, blue = lateral, and green =
posterior. The y-axis labels for the deviatoric stress plots denote von Mises stress.
A study conducted by Zhang, et al. [27], of football collisions predicted shear stress levels of
3.1-6.4 KPa (mean of 4.5 KPa) in the thalamus that were associated with concussive injury and
mild TBI. If these impact calculations represent an injury threshold for shear stress, then we
predict that the stress levels we calculated for the brain from wave motion alone may be
significant. Furthermore, our simulations imply that blast-induced shear stresses develop on a
time-scale shorter than that associated with the intracranial accelerations typically linked to TBI,
where significant translational and rotational accelerations tend to develop over a range of 5-20
milliseconds [28]. Lastly, our results suggest that shear waves of significant magnitude are
generated within the head due to the presence of the skull which possesses significant shear
strength and wave mode conversion, at material boundaries and interfaces, of the purely
volumetric blast wave into intracranial waves comprised of both volumetric and deviatoric (shear)
components.
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Deviatoric (Shear) Stress

Pressure

Tracer 66

Tracer 66

Tracer 67

Tracer 67

Figure 9. Pressure (left) and deviatoric stress (right) at tracer locations 66 and 67 located in the
temporal lobes of the axial slice in Figure 7. Red = anterior, blue = lateral, and green =
posterior. The y-axis labels for the deviatoric stress plots denote von Mises stress.
Although there appears to be no correlation of pressure with axonal injury in the literature, our
blast simulations predict significant blast pressure magnification (~ 3-fold magnification) once the
pressure waves have transited through the skull and into the brain. The simulations also show that
these pressure waves introduce pressure and subsequent volumetric tension to brain tissue over
brief periods of time (~ 0.1-0.2 ms). If these brief but relatively high magnitude pressure–tension
excursions actually occur as a result of blast loading, then they may represent an additional
mechanism for axonal damage.
We also conducted simulations of anterior and posterior blast loading to the head with a blast
wave possessing double the strength of the 1.3 MPa wave depicted in Figure 2. For these cases,
the blast wave displayed a pulse width similar to that of the 1.3 MPa wave, but with an amplitude
of 2.6 MPa. The resulting stress distributions predicted in these simulations occurred in the same
brain regions as seen in the 1.3 MPa blast scenarios but with the resulting pressure and deviatoric
stress levels approximately doubled.
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This investigation predicted wave motion and stresses on time scales significantly shorter than
those calculated in other investigations of impulse loading to the head [29-33]. The explanation for
this important observation has two parts. First, the degree of resolution of our computational mesh
is significantly greater and, second, the solution algorithms employed in our simulation code CTH
are explicit in nature. In our current simulation study, we are using a head model (illustrated in
Fig. 1) that is resolved into 1 mm cubic voxels, totaling a little over 6.7 million computational
cells. The surrounding air in our blast simulations is also represented at a 1 mm resolution. The
solution scheme implemented in CTH is explicit in nature, employing an integration time step that
is constrained by the Courant condition [34] to be less than the transit time of the fastest wave
disturbance across the smallest cell dimension in the calculation. For the simulation results
presented here, the time step was calculated to be a little less than 200 nanoseconds (~2.0E-7 sec).
At this time step, wave disturbances on the order of 1 MHz can be resolved. Consequently, the
solution scheme employed by CTH possesses the ability to resolve wave disturbances that exist at
significantly shorter timescales than those resolved by solution methods based on implicit solution
techniques or employing larger cell or element sizes [35].
A considerable body of work exists on experimental models and computer simulations of
impact loading to the head [30;31;36-44]. These studies have established the role of brain
accelerations in the development of diffuse axonal injury and its consequences. Based on the
present study, we believe that early time wave action will also occur after blunt impact and may
contribute to the overall injury associated with TBI by that mechanism. This possibility is
supported by our preliminary study of impact to the head [45]. One of the interesting questions
related to mild and moderate TBI is why the outcomes can be so different between patients with
similar severity of injury, loss of consciousness, or initial Glascow Coma Scale score. Even TBI
patients with normal conventional brain MRI scans can suffer enduring disability in memory,
information processing, and other cognitive domains. Why does one TBI patient return to normal
life activities without obvious sequelae while a similarly injured subject does not? One
explanation could be that eloquent areas of the brain or critical connections are either damaged or
spared at the microscopic level. The evolution of post impact or blast wave action, influenced by
complex individual head geometry and tissue interfaces, might explain some of the variability in
outcome. This mechanism is especially plausible in injuries involving little or no head motion, for
example assaults with blunt objects and perhaps primary blast.
Our calculations represent an initial step in exploring the role of wave action at early times in
the development of axonal injury after blast or impact loading. The head model used in this study
possesses high resolution and incorporates constitutive models with associated properties for 5
constituent materials. The high resolution of the model allows our calculations to resolve the early
time evolution of wave action that would not be possible with the larger size of volume elements
used in typical finite element calculations. However, our head model currently lacks several
structures likely to be important to improving the fidelity of the simulations and validating the
predictions with actual brain injury metrics. For example, our model currently does not include
the tentorial membranes and falx. Both of these tough fibrous structures would represent an
interface and physical boundary separating left and right hemispheres and cerebral from
infratentorial structures. Furthermore, we have modeled the biological materials as homogeneous
and isotropic. However, this is not the case for the boney material of the skull and the white matter
tracks (e.g., corpus callosum) of the brain. In future studies we plan to improve our head model to
include the intracranial membranes as well as to account for porosity of the skull and anisotropy of
the white matter tissue.
18

A better understanding of the physical mechanisms underlying TBI is critical to the
development of mitigation strategies involving the design of helmets and other protective gear.
The role of intracranial wave action may need to be considered in such armor designs. A reliable,
validated simulation method for blast and impact injury would clearly facilitate the development
of protection strategies for the unlimited range of injury scenarios. It would be impossible to
replicate each injury mechanism experimentally.
In summary, we have conducted simulations of blast injury to the human head and calculated
the evolution of intracranial wave action over the first 2 ms after blast exposure. Our results
suggest that significant levels of pressure, volumetric tension, and shear stress can occur in focal
areas of the brain, dependent on the orientation of the blast wave and the complex geometry of the
skull, brain, and tissue interfaces. The focal development of stress or strain energy could exceed
the threshold for axonal injury and contribute to the development of TBI and its neurological
consequences. If the significance of this early time mechanism is confirmed, the current
understanding of the mechanisms for TBI will need to be modified to include this phenomenon, in
addition to the later time brain accelerations and rotations commonly thought to underlie axonal
injury.
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